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About This Game

Solstice is a very retro wargame, heavily inspired by the classic games Lords of Midnight, Doomdarks Revenge and Sorderon's
Shadow. Solstice is not a remake of any of these games but takes its lead from these games to develop a new gaming challenge
for lovers of turn-based, menu driven strategy. Displayed using hand-drawn artwork, and using a pseudo-3D technique, often

referred to as landscaping, which echoes the games of the time.

Set in the mythical land of Dourfrost, a land, trapped in an eternal winter, a land of fantastic beasts, magic and war,

Explore and battle across an open world, populated with 11 different mythical races (at launch), and well over a hundred and
twenty characters, each with his or her likes, dislikes, needs, aims, desires and loyalties that shape the game and conflicts to

come.

On release, Solstice will feature one very challenging, turn-based scenario, offering many hours of game-play.
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The Rise of the Demon King.

While the lords and ladies of Dourfrost have squabbled over petty disputes and brokered and broken pacts and alliances, a dark
power has been rising in the south. A power that will shake the entire land and threatens to overwhelm all that stands before it,

and enslave everyone in its path.

Sator Grimward, a dark sorcerer, once thought long defeated, has risen again and united the tribes of the Ice Guard. Can Calith,
king of the free folk muster the lords and ladies of Dourfrost, and overcome old bitterness, to bring a force of Freefolk, Dwarfs,

Fey, Sidhe, Giants, and 6 other races together to defeat the rising storm.

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80s and '90s. We only develop games
that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint of what

these games would have been with a little more processing power.

We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.
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Title: Solstice
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: May 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: Nivida 850M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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I'm addicted! Thank you very much!!!. Decent enough match like gems puzzler type but too mediocre to stand out from the
crowd. Lack of chieves (which is a big deal to most that enjoy these type of games) also limits its appeal.

Typical throwaway bundle fare with cards. At least it's an actual game unlike some of the shadier card dispensers.. Very simple
mechanics, but creative dinamics. It's a funny game. I have a dream, a song to sing.... The biggest problem with this game is that
it takes a bit getting into.

The way it is set up is that every location, except for the rickshaw - which has a mini-game to choose where you are going, is a
list of hidden objects. After the first four stright, with just a bit of dialoge between, I it felt boring so I left it for a while.

Coming back to the game, the pace picks up and there are several very different, clever and pleasent mini-games, between a lot
more list screens. And then it got much more interesting. You do come back to the same HOG screen - but have to find
different things, and there are enough so replay is probably good. Just a lot of the things.

The story is quite good with an unexpected plot twist that were very enjoyable. The graphics are good. The feel of Japan is very
nice. The music wasn't bad, but not great.

All in all a very good game.. I really enjoyed this game, but it kept freezing, and eventually crashed. Beautiful story and
graphics, just a shame this hapened.... A good game to chill out with friends.. The first look is oke.
But there are a few things missing: No Free Roam option (something I miss and find that is more common with new routes), no
scenarios for standaard, which is strange (just career).. BombTag looks a lot like the early access game, Bombinator, which
itself looked like a Bomberman clone, only with Minecraft people and sliding. The jokes on Bombinator though, because I
actually managed to get a game going in BombTag and the interface wasn’t horribly confusing. Check it out in my first
impressions video.
https://youtu.be/2QpTBX8LHEw
BombTag is enjoyable enough to begin with, but I can see it getting boring fairly quickly because there isn’t a whole lot of
content, with limited maps, items and gameplay modes. There isn’t really a whole lot you can do with Bomberman in all honesty
and this 'version' does nothing new. I also had a slight problem with the movement through lanes which isn’t fixed like in
Bomberman and occasionally means you get stuck on objects or drop bombs in places you didn’t mean to.
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this game is rad boys. very good game its old but stands up to most of the shallow short games that come out today.
. Well, the graphics aren`t the best. But the gameplay is kinda fun... and i enjoy it! The game is not that easy if you want to get
all stars. And that`s a nice challenge!. This is my second favorite Putt-Putt game (Saves the Zoo is the first). However, I'm
splitting hairs between my favorites.

As Putt-Putt is playing with his pet dog, Pep, he receives a letter from Redline Rick - an invitation to compete in the Cartown
500. Excited, our little friend goes to the track, where Redline Rick tells him a few things are needed before he is allowed to
enter the race. And so, we must help Putt-Putt collect the items to race.

Man, so many good things stood out. There's too many to list, but I figured I name a few.
-Probably what grabbed my attention the most was the soundtrack. I ardently feel the music in any game is a critical aspect to
deliver, and this game did deliver. There was something about this game that stole my heart, and I loved every minute listening
to nostalgic tunes.
-Recycling. Not only is this game fun and education, this game is also teaching us a valuable lesson: and that is to help our planet
in cleaner ways. Glass bottles are scattered throughout the journey. Collect enough to earn some coins. And with the coins, Putt-
Putt can do two activities. (Explained in the next two thoughts).
-One of my favorite things to do in the Putt-Putt world is the paint job. That's right. In every game, you can color Putt-Putt in a
variety of colors, and this game is no different. (I always color him blue). One feature different in this game is that the
dashboard is painted now. It's not much, but it makes a huge difference in my eyes.
-The car wash is back. Remember the first game? One thing you could do included a car wash. Well, folks, it's back in style in
this installment. I don't know why, but I always enjoyed scrubbing Putt-Putt with bubbles, washing the doors, drying the car as a
child. I still do today.
-Giving Putt-Putt a new coat of color as well as a clean bath is not part of the main storyline, but it is a nice addition to the
game. It just goes to show how much effort was put forth in such a phenomenal game.
-Next to the recycling machine, there's this game Putt-Putt encounters, where he must put toys back in the proper position. For
some reason, I always loved this part. Now, it's been quite a number of years since I revisited this game, but when the scene
played, I nearly jumped out of my seat with sheer joy. I'm practically an adult, and cleaning up toys still excites me.
-Some characters make a reappearance! Outback Al, our Australian partner, makes a visit. Rover, the vehicle abandoned on the
moon, also returns. Mr. Baldini, our Italian moustache pal, is back. And much, much more.
-There's a theme that finally makes sense. Joining the parade, going to the moon, saving the zoo, and traveling through time all
made for fun adventures, but entering the race is something that sounds like a car would actually do.
-One of the coolest features happens when Putt-Putt finally acquires the required. I won't spoil too much. Let's just say there's a
mini-game involved, a fun mini-game.

I was five when this game sold on the shelves. Fifteen years later, I am still playing this game, and, to be honest, I may have had
more fun now than I did when I first laid my hands on this game. Putt-Putt Enters the Race is a must-have in the Humongous
Entertainment collection.. I'm sorry, but please optimise your game so it can run in modern resolution

Another game from the same publisher which resolution screwed up my computer's icons and windows, even when I try to
uninstall it...

Is it even worth the cards when you got it for free? Urgh.... Pretty fun little game! love the action and chaos of slaying hordes of
zombies!. Good Cinema Quality Visual Novel.. Recommended ONLY for fans of hidden-object games.

This is a "pure" hidden-object game: it has no real puzzles and a very minimal story. The story is the usual cliché nonsense you
find in this genre: pirate treasure, ancient Maya/Egyptian mystery, blah blah.

The hidden-object scenes are OK, somewhat mediocre. There are sime nice mechanics, though, like the ability to travel in the
map and go back to scenes where you were before in order to get bonuses.

It is also at a very low resolution. You have been warned!. An excellent benchmarking tool. You can find it out there for less
than $10, so this is very much worth picking up.

Sudoku3D 2: The Cube Autosave size and difficalty:
Size and difficalty automatically saved when applied. The next time the game is launched, they will automatically be applied.. 
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Fixed ghosts achievements:
Fixed ghosts achievements. Now empty cubes are determined specifically.
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